GUIDE FOR

REGULATORY
READINESS
IN OTC
DERIVATIVES
TRADING
Key Considerations for Trade Documentation

SEVEN KEY
CONSIDERATIONS
FOR TRADE
DOCUMENTATION
SOLUTIONS

NEW REGULATION WILL IMPACT
HOW YOU CREATE, NEGOTIATE AND
MAINTAIN CRITICAL TRADE AND
RELATIONSHIP DOCUMENTATION.
ARE YOU PREPARED?

1. R
 egulations require large
scale re-papering and
client notification
2. Regulation requires flexibility
3. Timely reporting mandates
4. E
 nsuring efficiency and
timely compliance
5. Counterparty turnaround
is critical

It’s a fact: the Dodd-Frank Act and ESMA have
turned capital markets upside down and driven
some of the most significant and stringent
changes to financial transaction compliance in
both the United States and Europe. You may feel
that you are on top of the new rules and that
your electronic-based trade documentation is
compliant, accurate and produced efficiently –
but what about the paper?

Despite the move to automation, a large paperbased segment of the OTC market is a long
way from being commoditized enough to
be clearable. Because the ability to process
these paper trades electronically is not part
of automated systems, firms need to focus on
finding a solution for this paper population that
will withstand today’s regulations and anticipate
what lies ahead in the next 5 years to meet T+1
confirmation execution targets.

6. Controlling the paper process
7. Trust and innovation
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ARE YOU CONFIDENT IN
YOUR ABILITY TO MEET
THE NEW REQUIREMENTS
WHEN IT COMES TO YOUR
CURRENT PAPER-DRIVEN OTC
TRANSACTIONS – ESPECIALLY
AS MEETING COMPLIANCE
REGULATION RELIES NOT
ONLY ON YOUR CAPABILITIES
FOR QUICK TURNAROUND
BUT ALSO THOSE OF YOUR
COUNTERPARTIES?

If you answered ‘No’ or “Not always,’ you will
need to find a way to streamline paper-flow,
create a collaborative documentation platform,
and allow counterparties the flexibility to access
data as needed.
The Dodd-Frank and ESMA requirements dictate
that you need to make a change. However,
although necessary, making a change to your
OTC paper flow processes is not a minor
undertaking.
Here are 7 Key Considerations about trade
documentation that will help you identify the
right solution as you prepare your firm for
regulatory readiness.
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1.

REGULATIONS
REQUIRE
LARGE SCALE
RE-PAPERING
AND CLIENT
NOTIFICATION

How will I manage large scale client notifications
and re-papering efficiently?
Under Dodd-Frank and EMIR there is an immediate
need for firms to re-paper their existing legal
documentation. For example, ISDA Master
Agreements need to be renegotiated to support
confirmation timeliness, dispute resolution and
new initial margin variation requirements. In addition,
large scale client notifications are required to
confirm Dodd-Frank and EMIR client classifications.
This notification process will be required on an
on-going basis as new regulations enter into law.

Recommendation: Adopt a scalable service that
can help you meet new regulatory requirements.
You need a service that can automate large numbers
of communications with client acknowledgement
and negotiation capabilities. It will become
increasingly important that these new processes
are fully audited and automated to reduce risk and
keep costs down.

IMMEDIATE NEED TO RE-PAPER LEGAL DOCUMENTATION
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REGULATION
REQUIRES
FLEXIBILITY

The rules are still evolving. Should I wait until they
are finalized?
Evolving OTC regulations are now the norm and
they require a flexible solution. To date, 100 new
regulations have been finalized and more than 170
new regulations are still in development. Dodd-Frank
and the ESMA are driving an unprecedented two to
five year rulemaking process where roughly 250
new regulations will be imposed by at least a dozen
regulatory agencies. With so many requirements
already in place, you don’t have the luxury of time.
Developing and/or adopting stop-gap, rule-by-rule
fixes is most certainly not an efficient or scalable
approach.

Recommendation: Implement flexible, futureproof technology and processes now.
Identify a service that offers a flexible process
that can withstand the many more regulations
to come. Provide your firm with a resource that is
future-proof. Select a platform that establishes a
framework that meets current requirements and
has the flexibility to adapt to future demands.

250 REGULATIONS WITHIN FIVE YEARS
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TIMELY
REPORTING
MANDATES

How do you expedite paper-transactions
to meet the timeliness mandate when your
counterparties have yet to comply?
When it comes to OTC trade confirmations,
timeliness is a key directive in CFTC and ESMA
regulations. Swap dealers are subject to rigorous
oversight. To lower risk, promote transparency,
and protect the public, near real-time reporting
and public dissemination of Swap Transaction
and pricing data will be required. In addition, if
that’s not complex enough, the current paperbased counterparty transaction model does not
bode well for those firms seeking to expedite their
reporting efforts to reach compliance.

Recommendation: Enable timely and accurate
reporting and keep a full audit trail.
Finding a platform that simplifies your reporting
to trade repositories while enabling accelerated
executions and timely confirmations is critical. The
chosen solution must provide all parties secure,
collaborative access to trade documentation and
the ability to respond to transactions online and
in real-time while maintaining a full audit trail of
negotiations.

TOP 2 MANDATES: TIMELINESS AND REPORTING
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ENSURING
EFFICIENCY
AND TIMELY
COMPLIANCE

How can I meet these increasingly tight
turnaround timeframes?
Reporting for OTC derivatives trades are targeting
turn-around timing at the end of business day
following the trading day (T+1). This is a real
problem. Although Dodd-Frank and ESMA
mandates require that all information is reported
“as soon as technologically practicable,” many
firms still do not have adequate resources
or processes in place to meet the T+1 target
turnaround. This gap puts many firms at risk of
non-compliance.

Recommendation: Leverage collaboration tools
to make paper-based processes more efficient.
As counterparty paper processes are bottlenecks
for the T+1 standard, a turnkey solution will quickly
bring you into compliance. You will need a utility
that allows you to develop collaborative pre-trade
documentation, which will enable much of the
post trade execution work to be done upfront.
This will help you to comply with the T+1 standard.

OTC TRADE REPORTING ONE DAY AFTER THE TRADE
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COUNTERPARTY
TURNAROUND IS
CRITICAL

Is your paper process error-free?
Paper-based transactions requiring multiple
hand-offs are inefficient and prone to errors.
Although next day mandates are in place, a recent
report* suggested that there were instances of
outstanding counterparty confirms in excess of
30 days. You may be accurate with your paperbased transactions, but how quickly and efficiently
your counterparties reciprocate is often out of
your control. To make matters worse, their internal
processes and paper outputs may not necessarily
align with yours.

Recommendation: Eliminate errors and lengthy
turnaround by adopting a secure, collaborationenabled process.
Although there is no silver bullet solution to
counterparty actions, by reducing or eliminating
multi-transaction and cross platform counterparty
paper flows, you’ll move closer to a more efficient
compliance. Be certain to find a solution that
provides a single utility for all of your outstanding
trade documentation. In this way, stakeholders
can collaborate in real-time via a system that
increases efficiencies for all.

STILL INSTANCES OF OUTSTANDING CONFIRMS OVER 30 DAYS OLD
* ISDA Operating Benchmarking Survey (IOBS) , Crossings - The Sapient Journal of Trading and Risk Management, Spring 2013 Edition.
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6

CONTROLLING
THE PAPER
PROCESS

How do I reduce risk across the entire paper process?
Current negotiation processes for paper-based trades
are frustratingly lengthy and opaque. The one common
thread that continues to put the paper transactions at
risk is that multiple parties are involved, which means
the documentation process from end-to-end is out of
your control. Questions prevail: Is everyone looking at
the same document? Is this the latest iteration? Which
changes were made, and when? How do we ensure the
correct approvals and turn this document around within
just one day? Taking back that control by knowing the
answers to those questions is critical to reducing risk.

Recommendation: Take control of the process with
one central repository for your trade and relationship
documentation.
To gain control of the process, you need a centralized
service that allows you to conduct all negotiations
securely online in order to accelerate agreements,
facilitate compliance, and enable documents to be
reviewed and optimized. It’s vital to have a solution that
automatically maintains a full audit trail of the negotiations,
allowing both parties the ability to see every comment and
change made to the a document –one single source, one
central repository, for all of your trade documentation.

PAPER TRANSACTIONS AT RISK WITH MULTIPLE PARTIES
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TRUST AND
INNOVATION

Is there a solution provider that can offer the security
and flexibility we need, now?
To effectively meet the regulatory rules, moving your trade
documentation to a reliable, enterprise SaaS provider will
quickly facilitate the production of fully compliant documents
within the timeframes required. As you look to make this
strategic shift for your firm, be sure to find a company that
has a solid reputation in the industry, and one that has
a proven track record of providing and innovating trade
documentation solutions to support financial institutions like
yours. Finally, look for a company that can support and scale
with your firm for the long term as the market, business, and
regulatory climate continues to evolve.
Recommendation: ONE for Capital Markets
14 of the G15 investment banks rely on Thunderhead.com
to automate the documentation of thousands of trades
a day. For over a decade, Thunderhead.com has been a
driving force behind OTC trade confirmations and term
sheet generation for paper-based transactions.Now this
technology is available as a SaaS solution setting the
standard as the cloud-based utility for automating the endto-end trade documentation lifecycle for OTC derivatives.

14 OF THE G15 INVESTMENT BANKS RELY ON THUNDERHEAD.COM
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LET US SHOW YOU
HOW WE CAN HELP:
TAKE A
FREE TRIAL

See for yourself how ONE for Capital Markets can help you
• Manage large scale re-papering of existing legal agreements
• Handle the many client notifications required to confirm Dodd-Frank and EMIR client classifications
• Streamline trade and relationship documentation to meet new timeframes
• Increase control across the entire documentation process
• Facilitate the extraction of key document metadata
• Use the industry’s leading documentation platform as a SaaS service
Sign up for a free trial today to see for yourself what ONE for Capital Markets can do for you.
Visit: http://www.thunderhead.com/customerengagement/one-capital-markets-free-trial/
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